BLUETOOTH CONNECTION TO A2DP MP3 PLAYERS

The Bluetooth communication systems of the N-Com, X-Series and MULTI lines allow you to listen to music in high quality stereo sound in wireless mode from audio devices equipped with Bluetooth A2DP (Advanced Audio Distribution Profile) protocol. In addition, if the audio device is also equipped with Bluetooth AVRCP (Audio Video Remote Control Profile) protocol, you can interrupt and resume the playback of music directly from the helmet.

In addition to an A2DP audio device, you can maintain the wireless connection to Bluetooth mobile phone active: In case of incoming phone call, the audio playback is stopped so that you can answer the call.

**A2DP audio device + intercom between helmets**

It is not possible to keep the wireless intercom connection with the passenger active at the same time as the Bluetooth connection to the Mp3 player. However, you can switch from one connection to the other directly from your helmet, as illustrated in the instruction manual of the product.

**Available functions**

Connection/disconnection, start, pause, interrupt, next track.